EFB90680BX
90cm Chimney Hood  Perimetrical aspiration for the best
performance and easy cleaning integrated design
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Easy Cleaning

Fresh air, low energy use, and low noise

This cooker hood uses perimetral aspiration to whisk away odours
with great efficiency.

Thanks to its professional InverterTechnology motor, this cooker
hood does more than freshening up your kitchen; it also uses
energy efficiently, and is super quiet. Read more

A mild form of selecting the speed of extraction and
light level
Electronic touch controls give you precise control to select the
appropriate extraction rate. What's more, you can also use them
to adjust the light level.Read more

Clean the air in your kitchen without lifting a finger
Whatever you're cooking, this cooker hood ensures the air in your
kitchen is always fresh. Its sensor technology detects vapours and
switches the cooker hood on for you. Read more

Always know exactly when to change the filter
Thanks to this cooker hood's timetochange indicator, you will
always know exactly when to change the filter. That way, your
hood is always super effective. Read more

This product comes with
3 aluminium cassette grease filter

White LED display with touch
controls on glass

For circulation or extraction operation
mode

IQ Touch with 5fan speed and power
boost

Invertor technology

Perimetral Aspiration, the perfect
smoke removal system

Power boost to maximum 1100 m³/h
airflow, reducing cleanup time

Made in Italy
Indicator for grease & carbon filter
saturation

Inverter motor
Smoke and vapour sensor

Specifications for EFB90680BX  Cooking
Height (mm)

800940

Width (mm)

898

Depth (mm)

470

Colour Body

Stainless Steel

Colour Chimney

Stainless Steel

Product Installation

Wallmounted

Total power of the
lamps (W)

8

Total power of the
motors (W)

270

Voltage (v)

220240

Diameter of air outlet
(mm)

150

Grease Filter Type

Multilayer
cassette

Grease Filter
Material

Washable
aluminium
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Control Settings

Touch

Connection (W)

278

Control type

Electronic

1,100

Noreturn airflow flap

Yes

Maximum output air
extraction (m3/h)

Speed Settings

5

Noise

67

Lamp Type

Dimming LED

Operating Mode

Convertible

Boost

Yes

Number of Lights

4

